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ROCHESTER GAS AND ELECTRIC CORPORATION o 89 EAST AVENUE ROCHESTER N.Y. 14649-0001

ROBERT C MECREDY
Vice President
Clnne Nudeer Production q~ PHL

November 5, 19&8

TELEPHONE

AitEACOOE7 re 54B.2700

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Attn: Allen R. Johnson

Project Directorate I-3
Washington, D.C. 20555

Subject: Request for Exemption to Selected 10CFR Part 50,
Appendix K Requirements
R.E. Ginna Nuclear Power Plant
Docket No. 50-244

Dear Mr. Johnson:

Rochester Gas 6 Electric has evaluated the Ginna plant using an
ECCS evaluation model which includes the effects of upper plenum
injection. That evaluation will be used to support the next core
reload currently scheduled for startup on May 3, 1993. A summary
of that evaluation is being submitted under separate cover. 10 CFR
50 App. K assumes certain hardware and evaluation configurations
which are not true for upper plenum injection equipped plants. The
purpose of this letter is to request exemption from the require-
ments of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix K, Sections I.D.3 and I.D.5.
Basis for Re uest

The emergency core cooling system for the R.E. Ginna plant, and
other Westinghouse two-loop plants, injects the low pressure
emergency core cooling system (ECCS) water directly into the upper
plenum of the reactor in the event of a loss of coolant accident
(LOCA). Westinghouse three and four-loop plants inject the low
pressure cooling water into the loop cold legs where it flows into
the reactor downcomer and into the lower plenum of the reactor. In
the past, LOCA analyses, for two-loop Westinghouse plants have
assumed that the low pressure water is injected into the lower
plenum in the same manner as for the three and four-loop plants.
With this assumption, Appendix K can be applied to the analysis
without exemption. New LOCA models for two-loop plants model the
low pressure cooling water as being injected directly into the
upper plenum. Modeling the low pressure cooling water in this
manner does not permit compliance with Appendix K, Sections I.D.3
and I.D.5, which assume that all plants utilize cold leg injection.
Refer to Exhibit A, "Technical Basis for Exemption to Selected
Appendix K Requirements," for a detailed discussion of the basis
for this request.
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Determination of S ecial Circumstances

Section 50.12 "Specific Exemptions," of 10 CFR Part 50 allows the
Commission to consider granting an exemption when special circum-
stances are present. This exemption falls under the special
circumstances provided for in Section 50.12(a)(2)(ii), which states
that an exemption may be granted if, "application of the regulation
in the particular circumstances would not serve the underlying
purpose of the rule or is not necessary to achieve the underlying
purpose of the rule." Sections I.D.3 and I.D.5 were written for
cold leg injection plants. They are not applicable to upper plenum
injection plants when the upper plenum injection path is explicitly
modeled in the LOCA analysis. Compliance with these sections is
therefore not necessary for two-loop plants which explicitly model
the upper plenum low pressure cooling water injection point. Refer
to Exhibit A for detailed supporting information.

It is requested that this exemption be reviewed and approved by the
NRC Staff prior to startup of Cycle 23, currently scheduled for May
3( 1993.

Please contact us if you have any questions related to this
request.

Very truly yours,

Robert C. Mecr dy

RWE/259

xc: Mr. Allen R. Johnson (Mail Stop 14D1)
Project Directorate I-3
Washington, D.C. 20555

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region I
475 Allendale Road
King of Prussia, PA 19406

Ginna Senior Resident Inspector
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Exhibit A

R. E. GINNA NUCLEAR GENERATING PLANT

1. INTRODUCTION

TECHNICAL BASIS FOR EXEMPTION TO SELECTED

APPENDIX K RE UIREMENTS

The emergency core cooling system for all Westinghouse domestic two-loop
pressurized water reactors injects the low pressure Emergency Core

Cooling System (ECCS) cooling water directly into the upper plenum of the
reactor in the event of a LOCA. Westinghouse three- and four-loop
pressurized water reactors inject the low pressure cooling water into cold
legs where it flows into the downcomer and then into the lower plenum.

In the past, Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) analysis for two-loop plants
assumed that during reflood the low pressure water was injected into the
lower plenum (core flooding from below) in the same manner as for the
three-loop and four-loop plants With this assumption, 10CFR50, Appendix K

could be applied to the analyses without exception.

The NRC is concerned that the analytical assumption of low pressure water

injecting into the lower plenum is unrealistic, and potentially
non-conservative for two-loop pressurized water reactors (Reference 1).
As a result of this concern, Wisconsin Electric Power Company, Northern

States Power Company and Westinghouse Electric Corporation have developed

a new LOCA model for plants with upper plenum injection (References 2 to
4). The new Upper Plenum Injection Best Estimate Methodology models the

injection of low pressure ECCS water directly into the upper plenum.

In the process of reviewing this new model against the 10CFR50 Appendix K

requirements, two Appendix K requirements were identified as not

applicable to two-loop plants with upper plenum injection. These two

requirements, Section 1.0.3 and 5, were written for bottom flooding plants

i.e., cold leg injection plants, and compliance with these requirements

for plants with upper plenum injection would not serve the underlying

purpose of the rule. The inapplicable requirements are:
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Section I.D.3 Calculation of Core Exit Flow Based on Carryover

Fraction

Section I.0.5 Calculation of Heat Transfer During Refill and

reflood.

Both of these requirements are imposed on the calculation for the refill
and reflood portion of the transient. Section 2, below, describes the
refill and reflood phases of the large break LOCA in cold leg injection
and upper plenum injection plants. Section 3 contains the applicable
Appendix K requirement, the basis or original intent of the requirement,
and the proposed analysis methods to be used for upper plenum injection
plants.

2. DESCRIPTION OF CALCULATED LOCA TRANSIENT

Introduction

In order to examine the different thermal-hydraulic behavior of a two-loop
PWR with UPI for a postulated LOCA, a PWR LOCA transient with cold leg
injection is reviewed. The two-loop UPI PWR transient is then contrasted
to the cold leg injection PWR.

Cold Le In 'ection Plant

The large break LOCA transient includes three phases: blowdown, refill
and reflood. Figure I shows the duration of each phase and the
accumulator, low pressure and high pressure cooling water flow rates
during each phase. The timing and injection flow rates in Figure I are

from a licensing calculation for a double-ended cold leg guillotine break

with a 0.4 discharge coefficient for a cold leg injection plant.

During blowdown, the vessel and loops depressurize and most of the fluid
in the vessel and loops goes out the break into the containment. Blowdown

ends before the low pressure and high pressure cooling water injection is
assumed to start.
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During refill, flow out of the break has ceased and the lower plenum and

downcomer start to fill from water injected into the cold legs from the
cold leg accumulator. The refill period lasts about 10 to 15 seconds and

ends when the rising water level reaches the bottom of the core. The

accumulators inject for the entire refill period, while the low pressure
and high pressure cooling water start injecting near the end of the refill
period. As the lower plenum fills, it is assumed that there is only
radiation cooling in the core, and the fuel rods heat-up nearly
adiabatically.

More recent cold leg injection calculations with realistic models indicate
that some flow and core cooling will occur during refill. However, at the
time the rule was written, these calculations were not available and it
was deemed prudent to require a conservative approach in this area.

Reflood starts when the rising water level reaches the bottom of the core,
and continues until the entire core is quenched (usually calculated to be

several hundred seconds after the start of reflood in large break LOCA

calculations based on conservative licensing assumptions). The

accumulators empty about 5 seconds after the start of reflood, so the low

pressure and high pressure systems provide the injection flow for the
remainder of the transient. Throughout the reflood period, the core

refloods from flow entering the core from the lower plenum.

U er Plenum In 'ection Plant

The sequence of events of the large 'break LOCA transient in the two-loop
( ~

plant with upper plenum injection is similar,to that calculated for a cold

leg injection plant in the blowdown phase since blowdown ends just after
the low head safety injection begins to inject into the upper plenum.

Sensitivity calculations indicate that the assumption of on site power

yields higher calculated peak clad temperatures. Therefore, there will be

some high head safety injection into the cold legs during the end of
blowdown, and the low head injection into the upper plenum will begin once

the system pressure drops below the low head SI pump shutoff head of a 120
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psia. The refill and re . od phases have significant dif erences due to
the injection of the low head cooling water into the upper plenum. These

differences are described below.

Refill - With upper plenum injection, the low head safety injection starts
before the end of blowdown, and begins to inject flow into the upper
plenum, which penetrates into the core, Since there is now a direct
source of cooling water which flows down through the reactor core, core

cooling is possible during refill (References 5, 6 and 7). The

accumulator flow and high head safety injection flows are injected into
the cold legs in the same fashion as a cold leg injection PWR.

Reflood* - Accumulator injection into the cold legs continues for about

the first 5 seconds of reflood. During this period, core cooling occurs
from both bottom flooding resulting from accumulator injection and top
flooding which occurs from upper plenum injection. After accumulator
injection ends, however, water is added to the core mainly from above by

water injected into the upper plenum. A smaller amount of high pressure
cooling water is injected into the cold legs. Recent detailed WCOBRA/TRAC

(Reference 4) calculations indicate that the UPI flow will easily
penetrate lower power fuel assemblies on the outside of the core and will
flow down into the core. Since these assemblies are at lower power, there
is less steam generation. The UPI flow from the cold channels will
crossflow below the quench front to the other assemblies. The remainder

of the core will be in combination of cocurrent upflow and counterflow as

the UPI flow in the upper plenum penetrates the upper core plate into the
fuel region. The water accumulation rate into the vessel plus the liquid
entrainment rate up out of the core 'is smaller than the UPI delivery rate
such that both the core and downcomer fill, even though the net core

* To permit comparison with the cold leg injection plant, the term
"reflood" is used here for the UPI plant to describe the period after
the rising lower plenum water level reaches the bottom of the core.

However, as described above, the core may be flooded from above even

before the "reflood" period starts.
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flooding rate is zero o gative. Heat is transferred to ocurrent or
countercurrent two-phase mixture in the core which terminates the

temperature rise at the core hot spot. This flow pattern has been

observed in UPI simulation tests in the Japanese Cylindrical Core Test

Facility (Reference 8) and in a thermal hydraulic calculation of a UPI

plant LOCA, performed by Sandia (Reference 9).

3. BASIS FOR EXEMPTION FROM APPENDIX K RE UIREMENTS AND PROPOSED

ALTERNATIVE ANALYSIS METHODS

Carr over Fraction Rule I.D.3

A endix K Re uirement—

The ratio of the total fluid flow at the core exit plane to the total
liquid flow at the core inlet plane (carryover fraction) shall be used

to determine the core exit flow and shall be determined in
accordance with applicable experimental data (for example, "PWR FLECHT

(Full Length Emergency Cooling Heat Transfer) Final Report,"
Westinghouse Report WCAP-7665, April 1971; "PWR Full Length Emergency

Cooling Heat Transfer (FLECHT) Group I Test Report," Westinghouse

Report WCAP-7435, January 1970; "PWR FLECHT (Full Length Emergency

Cooling Heat Transfer) Group II Test Report," Westinghouse Report

WCAP-7544, September 1970; "PWR FLECHT Final Report Supplement,"

Westinghouse Report WCAP-7931, October 1972).
I

Basis Ori inal Intent of Re uirement — The core flooding rate depends on

the pressure drop through the reactor coolant loops, the core liquid level
S

and the downcomer liquid level. As the downcomer level increases, it
forces more liquid into the core. Some of this liquid accumulates in the

core as the vessel fills while a larger fraction of the core inlet mass

flow is vaporized due to the core heat release. Vapor generated in the

core carries entrained liquid out of the core into the loops.

Accordingly, accurate calculation of core flooding rate requires accurate

calculation of core exit flow rate. When Appendix K was written, the NRC

felt that available codes could not accurately calculate the core exit
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flow rate. As a result, ~pendix K required core exit flow rate to be

calculated using experimental data. Specifically, the core exit flow was

determined from the code-calculated core inlet flow times a carryover
fraction developed from FLECHT data. Using the terminology in Figure
2(A):

Wcore exit = f x Wcore inlet

where f = carryover fraction, determined from FLECHT data as follows:

Wcore inlet — dHcore/dt

WL in

where dHcore/dt is the core mass storage rate.

The carryover fraction in the FLECHT tests ranged from about 0.8 to 0.9,
i.e., 80% to 90X of the inlet flow was measured to leave the top of the
core.

The intent of this requirement was to ensure the flow exiting the core to
the loops was calculated by the most appropriate means available. When

Appendix K was written, the data-based calculation was considered more

appropriate than the code calculation for the bottom-flooding PWR, using
the codes then available.

Wh Re uirement is Ina licable for UPI Plant — The exit flow calculation
method and the cited FLECHT data are for a bottom flooding situation,
where the liquid flow direction at the bottom of the core ("inlet plane" )

is upward and the flow within the core at the top of the core ("exit
flow") is also cocurrent upward, as shown in Figure 2(A). In a plant with
upper plenum injection,-the liquid enters at the top of the core and exits
at both the bottom (water) and at the top (steam and water) as shown'in
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Figure 2(B) and can f1owth in a countercurrent and coo%orcut fashion in
the core. Therefore, the definitions of inlet and exit are different in
the two types of plants as well as the flow patterns in the core. To meet

the intent of the Appendix K requirement, the liquid and steam flow from
the core to the upper plenum is needed. For the cold leg injection plant,
this is the core exit flow. The ratio of this exit flow to the inlet flow
for the UPI case is significantly different than that in the bottom

flooding situation, since the flow situation is markedly different. For

example, in a typical CCTF UPI test (Reference 8) the reflood core exit
steam mass flow (Ws) was about 40/o of the net liquid downflow at the top
of the core (WL down WL up); most of the remainder, about 60/, went

out the bottom of the core (WL bottom) and then went up the downcomer to
the cold leg break as shown in Figure 2(B). The CCTF instrumentation did
not permit separate determination of the liquid downflow and liquid upflow
at the top of the core. However, assuming the upward entrained water flow
at the top of the core was small, the core exit flow (WL up + Ws) was

t
about 40X of the inlet flow (WL down) in the CCTF UPI tests, compared to
80/o to 90/o in the FLECHT bottom-flooding tests. Accordingly, both the
definitions of "inlet" and "exit," and the relative magnitudes of the
flows and flow directions and patterns, are significantly different in the
two types of plants. Accordingly, the cited FLECHT data, and the
prescribed method of calculating core exit flow, do not apply to the UPI

plant.

Pro osed Anal sis Hethods for the UPI Plant - The intent of the Appendix K

rule, accurate calculation of core exit flow, can be met by using a code,

which has been verified against appropriate experimental data, to
calculate core exit flow rate.

The WCOBRA/TRAC code (References 3 and 4) is an improved version of the
COBRA/TRAC code which has been recently developed to predict the
thermal-hydraulic response of reactor systems to large and small break

loss of coolant accidents. This code is a significant improvement over

the codes that existed at the time Appendix K was written. WCOBRA/TRAC

uses a separated flow, two-phase flow model in which there are three
fields for the two phases; a continuous liquid field to model liquid film
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and lou'oid fraction flO, a dispersed liquid field to %el droplet
flows, entrainment and de-entrainment; and a vapor field to model the gas

phase. Each field has its own mass continuity equation and momentum

equation. Within a given computational cell, the two liquid fields are
assumed to be at the same temperature, while the vapor field can be at a

separate temperature, hence, there are two energy equations, The

interactions between each field are modeled through interfacial heat,
mass, and momentum transfer using locally calculated heat transfer and

fluid drag relationships. Using this formulation, WCOBRA/TRAC can model

the complexities of a two-phase, nonequilibrium flow situation such as

that found in the PWR's equipped with UPI. The WCOBRA/TRAC code

calculates the amount of flow which penetrates down into the reactor
vessel. It also predicts the net amount of steam upflow from the vessel
to the loops, and it predicts what fraction, if any, of the water injected
into the upper plenum is entrained out of the plenum into the loops. The

WCOBRA/TRAC formulation permits accurate calculation of interphase heat

and mass transfer, entrainment, de-entrainment, countercurrent flow, and

liquid pooling such that steam and water flow carryover into the hot legs
for PWR's with UPI can be accurately predicted.

To assess WCOBRA/TRAC's capability for predicting the correct
thermal-hydraulic behavior for upper plenum injection situations,
WCOBRA/TRAC has been compared to the Japanese Cylindrical Core Test
Facility data which models the interaction effects of upper plenum

injection in a large scale test facility (Reference 3). WCOBRA/TRAC

predicts the thermal-hydraulic effects of the upper plenum injection such

that the carryover of steam and water into the hot legs is accurately
calculated. The use of WCOBRA/TRAC will meet the intent of requirement
I.D.3 of Appendix K.

Refill Reflood Heat Transfer (Rule I.De5)

A endix K Re uirement-

For reflood rates of one inch per second or higher, reflood heat

transfer coefficients shall be based on applicable experimental data

for unblocked cores including FLECHT results ("PWR FLECHT Full Length
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~ . Emergency Cooling He Transfer Final Report," Westin ouse Report
WCAP-7665, April 1971). The use of a correlation derived from FLECHT

data shall be demonstrated to be conservative for the transient to
which it is applied; presently available FLECHT heat transfer
correlations ("PWR Full Length Emergency Cooling Heat Transfer
(FLECHT) Group I Test Report," Westinghouse Report WCAP-7544,

September 1970; "PWR FLECHT Final Report Supplement," Westinghouse

Report WCAP-7931, October 1972) are not acceptable. New correlations
or modifications to the FLECHT heat transfer correlations are

acceptable only after they are demonstrated to be conservative, by

comparison with FLECHT data, for a range of parameters consistent with
the transient to which they are applied.

During refill and during reflood when reflood rates are less than one

inch per second, heat transfer calculations shall be based on the
assumption that cooling is only by steam, and shall take into account

any flow blockage calculated to occur as a result of cladding swelling
or rupture as such blockage might affect both local steam flow and

heat transfer.

Basis Ori inal Intent of Re uirement - The rule prescribes heat transfer
calculation methods for three cases; refill, reflood with flooding rate
less than one inch per second, and reflood with flooding rate greater than

one inch per second. For refill, the assumption of steam cooling is
required in the rule because it was felt that there would be no water in
the core during this period. For reflood, the requirements and the one

inch per'econd threshold were chosen to ensure the effects of flow
blockage were conservatively accounted for. At the time, a limited amount

of flow blockage testing had been performed in the FLECHT facility, using

a perforated plate to simulate the flow blockage. Tests were performed at
flooding rates of 0.6, 1.0, 2.0 and 6.0 inches per second. These tests

~ indicated enhanced heat-transfer due to blockage at flooding rates of one

inch per second and higher because of increased turbulence and droplet
break-up. The 0.6 inches per second flooding rate test indicated that the

blocked bundle heat transfer was degraded relative to a similar unblocked

bundle at the same flooding rate. The degraded heat transfer was presumed
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i,o, be caused by liquid dntrainment at the blockage leaOig only steam

cooling heat transfer. Based on this data, the requirement for flooding
rates greater than one inch per second was written to require that
transfer coefficients based on undistorted geometry data; this was judged

acceptable since the FLECHT data indicated the data would be conservative
if blockage were to occur. For flooding rates less than one inch per
second, the assumption of steam cooling was required since the FLECHT data
indicated this would be the flow regime if blockage were to occur; if
there was no blockage, this assumption would be conservative.

Nore recent data, summarized in Appendix F of Reference 4, indicates that
there is no heat transfer penalty for flooding rates below I inch per
second for blockage shapes which bound the most prototypical blockage

geometries found in out-of-pile, and inpile experiments. The experiments

also indicate that the flow above the quench front remains two-phase with
liquid entrainment down to flooding rates as low as .4 inch per second,

such that steam cooling only does not occur during reflood.

Wh Re uirement is Ina licable for a UPI Plant - For a PWR with upper

plenum injection, the flow patterns and resulting heat transfer mechanisms

are different than those assumed in the Appendix K rule. The specific
differences are the following:

(I) During refill in the UPI plant, the water injected into the upper

plenum will fall into the core and contribute to core cooling.
Therefore, the assumption of steam-cooling only during refill is
inappropriate for the UPI plant. Further, the heat transfer
mechanisms during refill are similar to those during reflood in the

UPI plant, so it would be inconsistent to arbitrarily retain this
requirement.

(2) The one-inch-per-second flooding rate threshold for steam cooling

during reflood is based on bottom-flooding blockage heat transfer
data. This threshold is inappropriate for the UPI plant for two

reasons: (a) the value of the threshold has no meaning for the UPI

plant, because of the different flow situations (see discussion in
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the "Carryover Fr@llano section above), and (b) tiOlocal flow
patterns are different, so the behavior observed in the FLECHT

reflood and blockage tests is not appropriate. Specifically, the

FLECHT reflood and blockage data are for a bottom-flooding
situation, with only cocurrent upward steam and water flow
everywhere in the core (Figure 2(A)). Cooling is by dispersed
cocurrent upflow film boiling and radiation. In the UPI plant, the
net steam flow is upward but the net flow of water is downward

(Figure 2(B). Further, the steam-water flow patterns vary
throughout the core such that the rod surfaces are cooled by film
boiling and radiation heat transfer resulting from a combination of
cocurrent downflow, cocurrent upflow, and countercurrent flow, as

observed in the CCTF tests (References 5, 6, 7, 8).

Pro osed Anal sis Methods for UPI Plant - To meet the intent of Appendix

K, which is to use the most applicable data for this situation; the
WCOBRA/TRAC code has been verified against two independent sets of
experimental data which models the upper plenum injection flow and heat

transfer situation.

The first series of tests which have been modeled by WCOBRA/TRAC are the

Westinghouse G-2 refill downflow and counterflow rod bundle film boiling
experiments (Reference 10). These experiments were performed as a full
length 17x17 Westinghouse rod bundle array which had a total of 336 heated

rods. The injection flow was from the top of the bundle and is scalable
to the UPI injection flows. The pressures varied between 20-100 psia
which is the typical range for UPI top flooding situations. Both

cocurrent downflow film boiling and countercurrent film boiling
experiments were modeled using WCOBRA/TRAC. Both these flow situations
are found in the calculated core response for a PWR with UPI.

In addition to modeling-these separate effects tests, WCOBRA/TRAC has been

used to model the Japanese Cylindrical Core Test Facility experiments with

upper plenum injection (References 5, 6, and 7). The tests which have

been modeled included test 72 which was a symmetrical UPI injection with
maximum injection flow, test 59 which was minimum injection flows with a



nearly 'symmetrical injec pattern, test 76 which was a inimum UPI

injection flow with a skewed UPI injection and test 54 which was a cold
leg injection reference test for the UPI tests. A detailed three
dimensional WCOBRA/TRAC calculation, sponsored by the USNRC also was

performed on test 72 (Reference 11). Coarser noded WCOBRA/TRAC

calculations were performed on tests 59, 72, and 76 using noding more

typical of PWR evaluation model noding.

The results of these comparisons are documented in References 2 and 10 and

show that WCOBRA/TRAC does predict heat transfer behavior for these
complex film boiling situations as well as the system response for upper
plenum injection situations.

The effect of flow blockage due to cladding burst is explicitly accounted

for in WCOBRA/TRAC with models which calculate cladding swelling, burst,
and area reduction due to blockage. These models are based on previously
approved models used in current evaluation models (References 12 and 13)

and on flow blockage models determined to be acceptable by the staff
(Reference 14). The effect of flow blockage is accounted for from the
time burst is calculated to occur. The fluid models in WCOBRA/TRAC

calculate flow diversion as a result of the blockage. Thus the intent of
the rule, which requires that flow blockage effects to be taken into
account, is met.

4. CONCLUSION

The Westinghouse two-loop PWR's equipped with Upper Plenum Injection have

unique features which make the application of certain Appendix K reflood
requirements inappropriate. By'sing the best-estimate thermal-hydraulic
computer code, WCOBRA/TRAC, the intent of the Appendix K requirements can

be achieved. Therefore, it is proposed that the exemption from the

inappropriate reflood requirements be granted providing that WCOBRA/TRAC

is used to calculate the LOCA transient for PWR's equipped with UPI.
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